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ABSTRACT

Recent results from LEAR experiment PS187 are
liminary data for the inclusive production of r+

~$resented pre-.

annihilation of 180 MeV antiprotons in 2%1 and $38U’a;;dc&;;;;dthe

with predictions of Intranuclear cascade calculations. Proton and
pion production clata are well reproduced by the calculations, but
kaon yields at low momenta appear to be strongly suppr~ssed in the
experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

One of the primary goals of LEAR exp$ri~nt PS187 is to measure
the features of light charged particle (W , K , p, d and t) produc-
tion following the annihilation? of antiprotons on a variety of
nuclei. This study of the inclusive spectra is aimed at determining
whether or not anything unusual (above and beyond the known 5-N, n-N,
A-N and N-N interactions) takes place in ~-nucleus annihilations. In
particular, the study of the K+ spectra is of int~’rest, since these
kaons are produced only in the annihilation process and should travei
relatively undisturbed through the nuclear medium, due to the small
K+-N interact.’.on cross sections. Thus, th? K+ may carry cleaner in-
formation on the annihl aticm process Inside nuclei than is the case
with pions. These data are to be compared to the pr d ctions of
Monte Carlo Intra Nuclear Cascade (INC) calculations 7,$ which provide
a quantitative simulation of the conventional physics expected from
low energy antiproton annihilations in nuclei.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

A broad range spectrometer, depicted in Fig. 1
3,Z

ss developed
for the experiment, and te~ted at LAMPF and TRIUMF. It consiete
of a circular dipole magnet, 81 cm in diameter, with a pole gap of
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Fig. 1. Schemotic diagram of CALLIOPE spectrometer.

12.7 cm and a ❑agnetic field of 1.2 Tesla. Targets were placed in a
vacuum chamber in the pole gap at the center of the magnet. six
detector modules consisting of a pair of x,y position sensitive gas
counters, 10 cm apart from one another, together with a ~last!c acin-
tillator (AE) and a plastic threshold Cherenkov detector surround
the pole gap. These detector modules provide position, time of
flight, energy loss and Cherenkov information. Together with the mo-
mentum and scattering angle obtained from the reconstruction of the
pafticle trajectories, they aliow for the identification of n, K, p,
d and t. The b~am 10 count~d by a thin 8CtntL~l&tor (S1), and event
triggers are defined by the combination s ●620AE*63.

i
The electronics

and data acquisition system are capable o acquiring data at a
sustained rate of 1000 ●vents per second, with minimal dead time.
Thin spectrometer o ntem providenoangular accept~nce of ‘1/2 sr, an-

%
gular coverage of O < Olab < 180 and momentum acceptance of
001 <p~a~< 1.5 “ck?v/c.

INTRA NUCLEAR CASqADE MODEL

snarch for any “exotic” effecte in the experimental
eclculation of the known physicq LO required. We

In order to
data, a rellable
i)ave chosen to use the INC code of Clover et ●l.t’z which wae devel-
oped to treat low enerRy ●ntiproton-ucleus interaction, This com-
puter code ie ● mod f ed veroion of the INC code ISABEL written by

i+Yariv and Fraenkel. ‘ Annihilations ware included by taking the ex-
perimental characteriatlca of nucleon-antinucleon ●nnihilation and
acatt~ring anu allowing the res~lting particles to cascade through
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the nucleus in the conventional way. All of the known pion ●nd kaon
branches are included in the annihilation channele.

ACTIVE S1 TARCET/DETECTOR

The use of an active target, like a Si detector, beetde offering
a clean way of scaling the beam on target and eff~ciently rejecting
most of the background events, promises to allow selection of central
annihilations. Using the results of the INC calculations, the total
amount of charged oarticle energy deposited in the Si detector s~lbse-
quent to an annihilation can be determined. This is performed by
calculating the energy loss of each charged particle emitted from the
nucleus as it propagates through the S1 wafer. The computation in-
cludes $he $E/dx from: the incident ~ up to the point of annihila-
tion: v-, K- and p emiasfon from the INC calculation; p, d, t, 3He,
and a production from n~lclear evaporation; and the recoil energy of
the residual nucleus.

The result of this calculation indicates that in the cases In
which a large S1 pulse is obtained, most of the S1 signal is due to
cascade protons and evaporation particles, thereby reflecting the
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Fig. 2, Annihilation probability
as a function of annihilation ra-
ditiu calculated using the INC model
for the interaction of 180 MeV ~ +
2%1. The solid histogram io for
all events , while the cl~shed his-
togram is for ●vents which depou-
ited greater than 80 MeV in the Si
detector.

amount of excitation deposited
in the nucleus by the annihi-
lation process. This quantity
In turn is quite sensitive to
the depth at which the annf.hi-
lation occurred inside the
nucleus, since annihilations
near the surface deposit the
least amaunt of excitation
ene~gy in the nucleus. The
correlation between the S1 de-
tector signal and the annihila-
tion radtus is shown in Fig. 2.
It ia apparent that by choosing
events with greater than 80 MeV
depcsited in the St detector
(the dashed histogram), the
annihilation which take place
on the nuclear surface can be
rejected and the resulting data
set will contnin events for
which the mean annihilation
radius tI inmide the half den-
sity nuclear surface.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In FiK.+3 the angle integrated momentum distributions are pre-
oented for w ●nd p produced in the interaction of 180 MeV ~ with
28S1 and 238U. The solid histograms are the experimental data, while
the dashed lines reprasant the INC calculations. A striking feature
io observed in the pion momentum distribution; the spectra show
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Fig. 3. Angle integrated momentum distributions for n+ and p
following the interaction of 1S0 MeV ~ with 28S1 and 23%. The
solid histograms are the experimental data while the dashed
histograms are the result of INC calculations.

two bumps, one at high momentum which corresponds to primordial pions
produced in the annihilation and another at low momentum which is
presumably due to plons that formed deltas and reappeared at lower
energies. This structure is well reproduced by the INC calculation
for both target masses, with the exception of the fit at the highest
pion momenta. The distributions from uranium and silicon show little
difference other than the slopes a~ high momenta being steeper for
uranium, which reflect the surface nature of the annihilation and thr
Iwrger interaction probability for fast pions in uranium relative to
silicon, respectively. Angular distributions of the pionu (not shown
here) #how that the low energy piona are emitted Isotropically from
the tar~ete, while the high energy ones appear to be coming from the
rest frame of the nucleon-antinucleon system. These distributions
are also well described by the INC results.

The proton momentum distribution are relatively featureless
with a broad maximum at low momenta. The ehape and magnitude of the
diatributione from S1 and U ●re again well fit by the INC calcula-
tion which confirms the belief that the protone receive their kinet-
ic energy primarily via the path of delta formation and absorption:

w+N+A (1)

A+N+N+N (2)

Little dependence of the shapes of theee distributions upcm target
#



mass is obse~ed other than the slope at high momenta again being
steeper for uranium. Angular distributions of the protons ●re
generally fsotroplc, which is consistent with the mechanism ●hewn
above and is well reproduced by the INC calculations.
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Fig. 6. Angle integrated momentum dis-
tributions for m+ and p following the
interaction of 180 FksV ~ with 28S1,
gated by an enerfzy depo8itiGn of
greater than 8!) FleV in the S1 detector.
The solid histograms are the selected
experimental data and the dashed histo-
grams are the selected results of INC
calculationt3.

In Fig. 4 the momen-
tum distribution for *+
and p from S3 gated by a
large signal (E ~ 80 Hev)
Sn t~e S1 detector are
compared with the gated
results from the INC
model. The shapes of both
experimmtal distributions
are similar to the ungated
data discussed previously
but are depleted at high
momenta and enhanced at
low momenta. Thus the net

effect of qating the sili-
con 6pectra ro select
smaller average annihila-
tion radii is somewhat
similar to choosing a
heavier mass target, as
has been observed for
uranium. The INC model
results fit the selected
S1 data to the same degree
of accuracy cbtained
earlier for the unselected
data. Nothing unexpected
is obgerved in the spectra
as a result of selecting
annihilations that occur
primarily inside the half
density nuclear radius
versus outside this radius
for the ungated events.

Thus by conaiderinq
only the experimental
measuremellta for protons
and pions, one would be
forced to conclude that
nothing unexpected is

occurring in c-nucleus annihilations. Most of the annihilations are
taking pl~ce on the nuclear aurfacc and once the annihilation occurs,
the plons formed appear to ir.teractprimarily via the delta resonance
pathway. However, the preliminary ex perimenta l kaon momentum diatri-
butione, mhown in FIR. 5, are not consi~tent with the predictions of
the INC model; the experimental data are ‘L times lower than the
model calculations at %200 MeV/c momentum. At much larger momenta
the agreement la ●xcellent. The shape of the experimental, apectrum
la even inconslatenc with che 8hape of the known primordial kaon
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Fig. S. Angle integrated momentum dis-
tributions for K+ production from the
interaction of 180 MeV ~ with 28Si and
238U. The solid histograms are the ex-
perimental data and the dashed histo-
grams are the result of lNC calcula-
tions.

diatrlbutlon direct from
the F-N annihilation;
there #imply are too few
low momentum kaontiin the
●xperimental data. This
may be a signal that the
kaon branchee of the
annihilation chanwl are
strongly affected by the
nuclear medium, perhaps
due to a change in co~-
finement scale as as l~een
recently suggested k as the
cauae of the EMC effect.
It was not possible to
select the kaon events
according to annihilation
radius, using the Si de-
tector pulse height, due
to inadequate statistics.

CONCLUSIONS

F’ion and prc,ton pro-
duction data from the in-
teraction of 180 MeV ~
with 28S1 and 238U are now
available. In general,
these experimental meas-
urements are well repro-
duced by conventional
Intra Nuclear Cascade cal-
culations, even when
annihilations believed to
occur inside the half den-
sity nuclear radius are
eelected. Preliminary

data for K+ productio~ are inconsis~ent with INC calculations and
with free E-N annihilation data. K“ product~.on appears to be sup-
pressed for low momentum kaons produced in ~-nucleus annihilations.
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